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Abstract. Most object-oriented programming languages provide some
way to clone objects — to produce a new object that is a copy of an
existing object. Typically this is either a shallow clone that clones only
one object, or a deep clone that clones objects recursively. In practice,
programmers have to write custom cloning methods for each of their
classes, and this boilerplate code is tedious to write and requires care
to write correctly. Inspired by ownership types, we propose a system
that annotates classes to express how their instances should be cloned.
Furthermore, we show how these annotations can be used to generate
cloning methods for these classes.

1

Introduction

Background Ownership types were first suggested in 1998; their aim was to
characterise aliases, and thus to control the topology of objects on the heap [19].
Since then, they have attracted tremendous interest; they have been developed
in several brands and variations, and they have been put to several different
uses, e.g. memory management, encapsulation, effect systems, avoidance of race
conditions, locations, parallel programming, program verification etc.
One example given in the seminal ECOOP paper [19], was cloning, whereby
all the objects “inside” a certain other object would automatically be copied
when the enclosing object was copied.
The aim of supporting cloning, although appealing, has — to our knowledge
— not been further pursued in the context of static ownership types. Interestingly, this aim was recently pursued in the static analysis world [14], whereby
copy policies are expressed by annotating code so as to specify the maximally
allowed sharing between an object and its clone, and a type and effects system
checks whether the copy policy is adhered to.
In this paper we propose the opposite approach: the copy code is generated
out of clone annotations given with the types of fields, and thus, adherence to
the copy policy is automatically guaranteed.

Overview of our approach The key problem we aim to address is determining
which objects to copy. Generally, the set of objects which have to be cloned when
cloning an object o does not solely depend on o — it also depends on the object
which started the the cloning process — the “originator” of the cloning.
Consider the object structure shown in Fig. 1, where the small boxes represent
objects of a class as written in the box, and the labelled arrows represent fields.
For example, we have an object of class Union, with a field called students
which points to an object of class StudentList.
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Fig. 1. An example of cloning domains

Cloning a Node object when the originator is itslef requires only the current object (the Node) to be cloned. Cloning a Node as a result of cloning a StudentList
requires cloning all the successors of that node too, so that all the Nodes in the
list are cloned. On the other hand, cloning the StudentList should not clone the
Students pointed to by the Nodes in the list — however, if the StudentList
is cloned as part of cloning the Union object, then the Students should also
be cloned. Therefore, we say that the Node objects belong to the ”cloning domain” of the StudentList object, as well as that of the Union object, while
the StudentList and the Student objects belong to the cloning domain of the
Union object.
The two cloning domains are depicted graphically in Fig. 1, through the
two shaded rounded boxes. The cloning domains introduce a hierarchy among
objects: when e.g. o belongs to the cloning domain of o0 and o0 belongs to the
cloning domain of o00 , then o belongs to the cloning domain of o00 .
The hierarchy shown in Fig. 1 is very similar to that shown in various works
on ownership types. In both cases, objects are put into boxes, and the boxes
belong to objects. The difference is in the meaning of these boxes. In some
cases, the boxes guarantee encapsulation[24], while in others they guarantee

domination[8], or restrict who may modify the objects[16], or guarantee common
de-allocation[1]. In our current work, the boxes guarantee that cloning the object
which owns the box will also clone all objects in that particular box.
Note that the diagram in Fig. 1 presents a “ghost view” of the objects; the
boxes, i.e., the cloning domain information is not available at runtime. All the
information we have is that StudentList will have a pointer field called head
that points to its nodes; those Nodes have two pointer fields, one called next that
points to the next Node and another called student that points to its Student.
To clone an object, we have to answer this question: for each object we reach,
considering each of its fields in turn, without the runtime topological ownership
information shown in Fig. 1: should we clone the object to which the field refers?
Organisation of our paper In Sect. 2 we describe our solution — clone annotated
types — and give an example. In Sect. 3 we describe how clone annotated types
can be used to decide whether or not a particular pointer should be cloned,
and then in Sect. 4 we show how to generate the appropriate cloning methods.
In Sect. 5 we describe the guarantees provided by our approach. In Sect. 6 we
discuss related work and conclude.

2

Cloning Annotations

We propose to answer the question by introducing cloning annotations on field
types. These annotations follow the tradition of ownership types [6, 8]. Every
class is defined so as to take one or more formal cloning parameters, c. Thus,
cloning annotated types have the form C<c1,...cn>, where C is a class, and
c1, ... cn are the cloning parameters. The type C<c1,..,cn> expresses that the
object has class C, and that it will be cloned whenever the object standing for
c1 is cloned; the remaining copy annotations, c2,..,cn may be used to annotate
fields from that object and so describe when they are to be cloned.
The class definition determines the scope of these parameters — similarly to
generic parameters. As in traditional ownership types, these parameters stand
for objects. Again as in traditional ownership type systems, types are formed
by classes followed by actual cloning parameters, ca, which may be any cloning
parameter which is in scope, or this. The syntax is shown in Fig. 2.

ClassDecl ::= class Chci
{ F ieldDecl M ethDecl }
F ieldDecl ::= F ieldT ype f
F ieldT ype ::= Chcai
c
::= Identif ier
clone parameters
ca
::= c | this
clone arguments
Fig. 2. Syntax extracts

Note that the syntax of clone arguments does not allow any annotations
which indicate that the cloning domain is unknown; thus, we do not support
annotations such as norep from [10], or any from [9] or existentially bound
arguments as in [2].
We use the term cloning domain of an object o to describe all the objects
which have to be cloned when o is cloned. The first cloning parameter, c1 , in
the annotation of a field f determines that the object pointed at by f belongs
to the cloning domain of c1 : thus f must be cloned whenever c1 is cloned. The
remaining cloning parameters are used to determine cloning for the fields of f.
class Node<c1, c2>{
Node<c1,c2> next;
Student<c2> student;
}
class StudentList<c>{
Node<this,c> head;
}
class Union<c>{
StudentList<this> students;
College<c> college;
}

Fig. 3. Lists example

Fig. 3 shows cloning annotated class declarations that match the structure
from Fig. 1. When a Node is cloned, then a new object of class Node needs to
be created, and its fields need to be initialised according to those of the old
object. When a StudentList is cloned, then a new object of class StudentList
needs to be created, and all accessible Nodes will have to be cloned — this is
denoted by the head field’s first cloning parameter being this. Finally, when a
Union is cloned, then the StudentList will be cloned, all accessible Nodes and
all accessible Students will have to be cloned.

3

Cloning Domains and Cloning Paths

Cloning domains have no runtime representation. In order to clone objects, we
can only access their subordinate objects via cloning paths traced through objects’ fields.
Inspecting Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 we can see how cloning paths lead to objects
in different cloning domains. Consider paths beginning from a StudentList object. The objects at the paths this.head, or this.head.next, or this.head.
next.next belong to the cloning domain of that StudentList object, but the object reachable through this.head.next.student does not. For paths starting at
a Union object, objects reachable at this.students, or at this.students.head,

or through this.students.head.next, and finally also at this.students.head.
next.next.student belong to the cloning domain of the Union object.
Note that cloning domains are nested, and thus object may belong to more
than one cloning domain. For example, for a Union object, this.students,
this.students.head and this.students.head.next all belong to the Union’s
cloning domain. On the other hand, the objects at this.students.head and
this.students.head.next also belong to the cloning domain of the StudentList
at the this.students, as well as to the Union’s cloning domain. Furthermore,
it is possible for an object to be reachable from only one other object, but not
belong to its cloning domain. For example, this.head.next is only reachable
via this.head, but it does not belong to this.head’s cloning domain.
We now formalise the notion of cloning paths and cloning domains. We first
define paths and path types as follows:
p ::= this | p.f
paths
path types
P T ::= Chcapi
cap ::= ca | p
actual path cloning parameters
Path types express types which are relative to the current object this, and
where paths can be used as actual cloning parameters. For example Nodehthis.
students, thisi describes an object of class Node, which belongs to the cloning
domain of the object at this.students, and whose student field belongs to the
cloning domain of this.
In Fig. 4 we define a judgment of the form C ` p : Dhcap1 , ...capn i which
says that from an object of class C, the path p leads to an object in the cloning
domain of cap1 . Furthermore, the actual path cloning parameters cap1 , ... capn
may be used to characterize the cloning domain of p.f , where f is a field of p.
class Chc1 , ...cn i{ ... }
C ` this : Chc1 , ...cn i
class Dhc1 , ...cm i{ ... Ehap1 , ...apn i f ... }
C ` this.f : Dhcap1 , ...capm i
C ` this.f.f : Eh ap1 , ...apn [cap1 , ...capm /c1 , ...cm ][this.f/this] i
Fig. 4. Path types for paths

The first rule says that in class C the path this has the type given by the
cloning parameters of the class C. This gives, for example, that Union ` this :
Unionhci.
The second rule says that from class C the path this.f.f has the type of f as
given in f’s declaration, but where c1 , ...cm , the cloning parameters of the class
declaring field f, are replaced by cap1 , ...capm , the actual cloning parameters for
this.f. Moreover, any occurrence of this in the type of f is replaced by this.f.
The first replacement is standard in the literature, and the second replacement is
novel. This rule gives Union ` this.students : StudentLisththisi and Union `
this.students.head : Nodehthis.students, thisi.

Here are some more examples of the path type judgment:
Node ` this.next.next : Nodehc1, c2i
StudentList ` this.head.next.next : Nodehthis, ci
StudentList ` this.head.student : Studenthci
Union ` this.students.head : Nodehthis.students, thisi
Union ` this.students.head.student : Studenththisi
Union ` this.college : Collegehci
Note that the judgments only talk about paths, and makes no requirement
about consistent views of the heap. So far, nothing precludes two paths p1 and
p2 , which are aliases at runtime, but which have different path types, eg C `
p1 : Dhcap1 , ...capn i and C ` p2 : Dhcap01 , ...cap0n i and cap1 6= cap01 . However, as
we see in section 5.3, we require consistent views on the heap in order to obtain
completeness, i.e., that all objects which should be cloned, are, indeed, cloned.
We can now characterise for a given class C the set of paths to the objects in
their cloning domain, ClnDom(C). This set consists of this, and all these paths
p.f whose path-type has as first argument another path p0 (remember that all
paths start at this), i.e., C ` p.f : Dhp0 ,...i, and which lie exclusively within the
cloning domain of C, i.e., p ∈ ClnDom(C).
ClnDom(C) = { this } ∪ { p.f | C ` p.f : Dhp0 ,...i for a class D, and a path p0 ,
and where p ∈ ClnDom(C) }
Thus, we obtain that
this.next.next 6∈ ClnDom(Node)
this.head.next.next ∈ ClnDom(StudentList)
this.college 6∈ ClnDom(Union)
this.students.head.next.next.student ∈ ClnDom(Union)
The requirement that the complete path should lie within the cloning domain
(i.e that p ∈ ClnDom(C)) is relevant for the case where the cloning-owners are
not dominators. For example, if the College object had a field f to some object
which lied under the StudentList object, then this.college.f would not belong
to ClnDom(Union).

4

Generating cloning methods

We have seen that the cloning behaviour of an object depends on the originator
of the cloning action. For example, cloning a Node behaves differently when called
as a result of cloning a Union or cloning a StudentList. This means that a single
clone() method defined on each object cannot clone that object correctly in all
contexts.
One approach would be to write a cloning method for every class that not only
clones the object itself, but also clones every object within its cloning domain.
Such a clone method would have to navigate through the appropriate paths and
duplicate the appropriate objects. This approach is highly non-modular, since it
exposes the internals of potentially every class.

Instead, we propose an overloaded parametric clone(...) method for each
class, with additional Boolean actual parameters to describe whether or not its
additional cloning domains should be cloned. For a class Chc1 , ..cn i, we generate one overloaded parametric method, clone(Boolean s1 , ...Boolean sn , Map m).
The value of si determines whether objects from the cloning domain ci are to
be cloned too. The original clone method can then be reimplemented to call
the parametric cloning method, requesting only the object itself is cloned, by
passing false to the additional cloning parameters.
The Map m formal parameter to the cloning method is to ensure that we clone
the current object only if it has not already been cloned. We use the conventional
solution of maintaining a table mapping original to cloned objects — something
like a Smalltalk IdentityDictionary or Java 1.4’s IdentityHashMap is ideal.
If the object is not yet in the map, then the method will call the corresponding
clone methods for all fields which need to be cloned, and will make aliases to
all other fields — otherwise we simply use the clone stored in the map.
We show some examples of cloning methods in subsection 4.1 and then define
the general case in subsection in 4.2.
4.1

A clone method for our example

For class Node, the basic clone method is called when the originator is the node
itself, and simply delegates to the parametric cloning method. This method will
be part of the interface of the cloning library.
Node clone( ){
this.clone(false, false, new IdentityHashMap())
}
The parametric cloning method distinguishes whether the cloning domains
of the clone parameters are to be cloned too, and accepts a Map to ensure each
object is only cloned once. This method is internal to our system, and will not
be visible outside the cloning library.
Node clone(Boolean s1, Boolean s2, Map m){
Object n = m.get(this);
if ( n != null) then {
return (Node)n;
} else {
Node clone=new Node();
m.put(this,clone);
clone.next= s1 ? this.next.clone(s1,s2,m) : this.next;
clone.student= s2 ? this.student.clone(s2,m) : this.student;
return clone;
}
}

4.2

Code generation for clone

In Fig. 5 we show the generation of the basic cloning method for a class C. It
calls the parametric cloning method on itself, where all the boolean parameters
are set to false. This indicates that except for the cloning domain of the currnt
object, no other cloning domains are “active”.
In Fig. 6 we show the generation of the parametric cloning method for C.
As a first step, in the first four lines of the method, we need to determine
whether the object is to be cloned. If the object is the outcome of a previous
cloning action, i.e. is in the lookup table m, then nothing happens. Otherwise, a
new object of that class is created, and entered into the table.
C clone(){
return this.clone(false1 , ...falseq , newIdentitityHashMap());
}
where q is the number of clone parameters of class C
Fig. 5. The function clone() for class C

C clone(Boolean s1 ...Boolean sq , Map m){
Object o = m.get(this)
if o 6= null then
return (C)o;
else{
C o0 = new C();
m.put(this, o0 );
o0 .f1 = s1,1 ? this.f1 .clone(s1,1 ...s1,k1 , m) : this.f1 ;
... = ...
o0 .fn = sn,1 ? this.fn .clone(sn,1 ...sn,kn , m) : this.fn ;
return o0 ;
}
}
where
{f1 , ...fn } are the fields defined in class C
and where, for all i ∈ 1..n :
(f T ype(Chs1 ...sn i, fi ))[true/this]=Ci hsi,1 ...si,ki i
for some classes C1 ,.. Cn .
Fig. 6. The function clone(s1 . . . sn , m) for class C

As a second step, we need to initialize the fields of the newly crated object, and determine which further objects have to be cloned. We assume that
{f1 , ...fn } are all the fields defined in class C. Consider any field fi . We calculate the type of fi , and because anything that belongs to the cloning domain of the current object also belongs to the cloning domain of the owner

of the current object, we replace any occurrence of this by true. This gives
that Ci hsi,1 ...si,ki i = f T ype(Chs1 ...sn i, fi )[true/this] for some Ci . We find the
cloning parameter corresponding to si,1 : If si,1 is true, then the object at fi has
to be cloned and the result has to be assigned to the field fi . If si,1 is false,
then the object at fi should not be cloned, but the field fi of the new object
needs to alias its value. This is why we emit the the conditional expression:
o0 .fi = si,1 ? this.fi .clone(si,1 ...si,ki , m) : this.fi .

5

Guarantees of cloning

We now discuss the properties of our cloning operation, namely
– termination,
– soundness, i.e., the objects which are cloned are those which are reachable
through paths in the cloning domain,
– completeness, i.e., if the system also guarantees a consistent view of the heap
then all objects from the cloning domain will be cloned.
We do not present an operational semantics, because our system works for
any imperative object oriented language with the standard meaning for field read
and write, conditional expressions and method calls. Because the system works
on the basis of statically known paths and their types, the runtime representation
of objects does not need to be enhanced with cloning domain information - we
do not even need any ghost information for the purposes of the formal argument.
Nevertheless, we expect an operational semantics of form H, φ, expr
H 0 , v,
0
where H and H are heaps, φ is a stack frame, expr is an expression, v stands for
values, that values include null the booleans true and false, and addresses;
and that addresses are represented as ι, ι0 etc. Furthermore, we expect that
H(ι, f ) returns the value of field f of the object at ι, that H stores the class for
each object, and that the stack frames φ map identifiers to values. Finally, we
expect that expressions include field read, filed write, conditional expressions,
and that these have the standard meaning.
The guarantees we describe in this section are applicable to richer languages,
such that e.g., support exceptions, or re-entrant method calls, or in fact, any
further sequential control features. This is so, because our work makes guarantees
about the effect of the code produced by our approach. This code only uses the
language features listed above, and does not call any user-defined functions.
The guarantees about the effects of the code remain valid regardless about the
features used in the context that may be calling the generated clone methods,
provided that this context is in the sequential setting.
In the following, we distinguish between the original call of the clone()
method — without any arguments — and the subsequent recursive calls of the
clone(...) methods which have at least one argument.
5.1

Termination

Lemma 1. For all heaps H and variables x ∈ dom(φ) there exists an address ι
and a heap H 0 , such that H, φ, x.clone()
H 0 , ι.

Proof Sketch We can show that during execution of clone() the values of
fields in the objects in the original heap H do not change, and that all receivers
of any of the recursive calls of the clone(..) methods were accessible from the
originator object, ι, through a path p in the original heap H.
Therefore, the transitive calls of the clone method do not clone objects from
the original heap H more than once, and do not clone any of the newly created
objects. This gives a finite upper bound to the possible number of calls to the
recursively called clone(...) methods. Since these methods do not contain any
iteration, the fact that the number of possible recursive calls is finite, guarantees
termination.
5.2

Soundness
H 0 , ι,

With respect to the new heap, the cloning operation H, φ, x.clone()
makes the following four guarantees:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It creates a new object for the object x,
H 0 , the new heap, is homomorphic to H, the old heap,
In H 0 there is a self-contained part that corresponds to the old heap,
In H 0 there is a part that corresponds to the part in the old heap, which had
to be copied according to the ClnDom function.

In order to express the last point formally, we define the set of objects that
should be copied, as follows:
T oCopy : Addr × Heap → P ower(Addr)
T oCopy(ι)H = { H(ι.f) = ι0 | this.f ∈ ClnDom(C), and C the class of ι in H }
We can now express soundness of the clone operation as follows:
Lemma 2. If H, φ, x.clone()
dom(H) such that
1.
2.
3.
4.

H 0 , ι, then there exists a mapping α : dom(H 0 ) →

ι is new in H, and α(ι) = φ(x),
α(H 0 (ι0 , f)) = H(α(ι0 ), f)) for all ι0 ∈ dom(H 0 ) and fields f.
α|dom(H) is the identity function, and α|dom(H 0 )\dom(H) is injective.
α(dom(H 0 )\dom(H)) ⊆ T oCopy(φ(x))H . 4

3

Proof Sketch: We can show that during execution of clone for the newly
created Map object m, that the range of m is the original heap H, and that
any object being mapped comes from the new heap H 0 , i.e., for all objects ι0 ,
ι00 , if m.get(ι00 ) = ι0 then ι00 ∈
/ dom(H), and ι0 ∈ dom(H). Furthermore, we
can show that the lookup m.get(...) is injective, i.e., for all objects ι0 , ι00 , if
m.get(ι0 ) = m.get(ι00 ) then ι0 =ι00 .
3

4

Notation: For an f which is a mapping from A to B, and for A0 ⊆ A, we use the
term f |A0 ) to the function f as restricted to the domain A0 .
Notation: For an f which is a mapping from A to B, and for A0 ⊆ A, we use the
term f (A0 ) to describe the image of f from A0 .

Because of injectivity, we can construct the mapping α(ι0 ) as the inverse of m
in the cases where ι0 is the image of an original object in H (ie m.get(ι0 ) 6= null),
and the identity otherwise.
Parts 1 and 3 follow from the construction of α and from the properties of
the Map object mentioned above.
Part 2 follows from the body of the methods clone(...).
For Part 4, we show that for any recursive application of any of the clone(...)
methods, all the objects cloned so far are reachable from x through a path which
lies completely within ClnDom(C), where C is the class of the object at x.
The latter follows from the following two facts
– All receivers of one of the recursive calls of the clone(...) methods are
reachable from φ(x) through a path that lies within ClnDom(C). This fact
can be shown by induction on the recursive calls as follows:
• The base case is easy.
• For the inductive step, consider an object ι00 which executes a method
clone(...) as part of the n-th recursive call, and which calls a method
clone(...) on an object ι000 .
Then, by construction of the clone(...) method, we know that the
former call has the shape clone(true, b2 , ...bq ) and q ≥ 2, that the latter call has the shape clone(b01 , ...b0r ) and r ≥ 2, and that b01 = true
such that H(ι00 , f )=ι000 , and where f T ype(C0 < true, b2 , ...bq >, f ) =
D < b001 , .., b00r > for some b001 , .., b00r , s.t. b001 , .., b00r [true/this] = b01 , .., b0r ,
and where C0 is the class of the object ι00 .
From the inductive hypothesis, we obtain that there exists a path from
φ(x) to ι00 , which lies within ClnDom(C), i.e., that C ` p : C0 < p0 , ... >
for some path p0 . Furthermore, the fact that b01 = true = b00 1[true/this]
gives that f T ype(C0 < c1 , c2 , ...cq >, f ) = D < ca1 , .., car > such that
ca1 = this, or that there exists an m such that ca1 = cm and bm = true.
In the first case, by definition of the judgment, we obtain that C ` p.f :
D < p0 , ... >, while in the second case we obtain C ` p.f : D < p, ... >. In
either case, the path p.f lies within ClnDom(C).
– Only the objects that received one of the recursive calls of clone(...) may
be have been cloned.
5.3

Completeness

Note, that Lemma 2 only guarantees that all cloned objects come from T oCopy(ι)H ,
and does not guarantee that all objects from T oCopy(ι)H have been cloned. However, we can obtain this stronger property, if the system guarantees consistent
views of the heap.
We first define consistent views of the heap to say that different paths leading
to the same object must have the same path type.

Definition 1. We say that a type system gives consistent views of the heap, if
for all classes C, paths p1 and p2 , and for all heaps H and stack frames φ which
may arise through execution of well-typed expressions, if p1 and p2 are aliases
in H and φ, and φ(this) is an object of class C, then
Γ ` p1 : T1 and Γ ` p2 : T2 imply T1 = T2
For example, if we had a system with consistent views of the heap, and if in
our Fig. 1 the object of class StudentList contained a field called last which
pointed to the same object as this.head.next.next, then, for typing environments Γ1 and Γ2 , such that Γ1 (this) = StudentList and Γ2 (this) = Union, we
would also have that Γ1 ` this.last : Node < this, c > — this follows because
of Γ1 ` this.head.next.next : Node < this, c >. Furthermore, we would also
have that Γ2 ` this.students.last.student : Student < this > — this follows
because of Γ2 ` this.students.head.next.next.student : Student < this >.
The requirement of consistent views guarantees that the underlying type system restricts field assignment so that paths pointing to separate cloning domains
cannot be aliases. Such requirements are satisfied by any sound ownership type
systems, e.g., as early as the system in [8].
Consistency in the views of the heap implies consistency in the path types:
Lemma 3. If a type system gives consistent views of the heap, then, for all
classes C, paths p1 and p2 , and for all heaps H and stack frames φ which may
arise through execution of well-typed expressions, if p1 and p2 are aliases in H
and φ, and φ(this) is an object of class C, then
C ` p1 : PT1 and C ` p2 : PT2 imply PT1 = PT2
Continuing our example from above, cosistent views of the heap would give
us that Union ` this.students.last : Node < this.students, this >, because
Union ` this.students.head.next.next : Node < this.students, this >.
Lemma 4. Assume that the type system gives consistent views of the heap. If
H, φ, x.clone()
H 0 , ι, then the mapping α : dom(H 0 ) → dom(H) described in
lemma 2 has the property that α(dom(H 0 )\dom(H)) = T oCopy(φ(x))H
Proof Sketch: We show by induction on n, that when considering the
breadth first view of recursive applications of the clone(...) methods at depth
n, then all objects which are reachable from x through a path of length at most
n which lies within ClnDom(C0 ), have been cloned – with C0 the class of the
object at x.
In order to prove the above, we strengthen the assertion to say that for all
n:
1. For all paths p and p0 , where p ∈ ClmDom(C0 ), and p has length at most
n such that C0 ` p : D < p1 , cap2 ...capm >, if H(φ(x), p) = ι, then within the
breadth first view of recursive applications of the clone(...) methods at
depth n there is a call of clone(true, b2 , ..bm ) on ι, where bi =true if capi
has the form this.f , and false otherwise.

2. For any calls of clone(true, b2 , ..bm ) on an object ι within the breadth first
view of recursive applications of the clone(...) methods at depth n, there
is a path p from φ(x) to ι, such that C0 ` p : D < p1 , cap2 ...capm >, and
bi =true if capi has the form this.f , and false otherwise.
We now sketch the proof of the proposition from above:
– The base case is trivial.
– For the inductive step, we look at the two assertions separately:
1. Consider any object ι0 which is reachable from φ(x) through a path
p.f of length n + 1 such that p.f ∈ ClmDom(C0 ), and C0 ` p.f :
D < p0 , cap2 ...capm > for some further path p0 . Therefore, there exists
a further object ι00 , reachable from φ(x) through p, such that C0 ` p :
E < cap01 , cap02 ...cap0r >, and that H(ι00 , f ) = ι0 , and cap01 has the form
of a path.
By application of the inductive hypothesis part 1., we know that when
considering the breadth first view of the recursive applications of the
clone(...) methods at depth n, the object ι00 will have received the
recursive method call clone(b1 , b2 , ...br ) such that bi is true, if cap0i
has itself the form of a path, and otherwise bi is false.
We now inspect the first lines of the code of the clone(...) method.
At the point of execution of the method call clone(b1 , b2 , ...br ) on ι0 it
is possible that the object ι0 already had been entered in the map table
m. By inspection of the clone(...) methods, this implies that ι0 had
already received the method call clone(b01 , b02 , ...b0r ) for some b01 , b02 , ...b0r .
By application of the inductive hypothesis part 2, we know that there exists a path p’’ from φ(x) to ι00 , such that C0 ` p00 : E < p001 , cap002 ...cap00m >,
and b0i =true if cap00i has the form this.f , and false otherwise.
By application of the consistent view property and lemma 3, we obtain
that b0i = bi . We now inspect the remaining lines of the code of the
clone(...) method. These will give that the object ι0 will receive the
method call clone(true, b002 , ...b00m ) where b00i is true if if capi has itself
the form of a path, and otherwise b00i is false.
2. This assertion is proven by induction on the depth of method calls of
clone(...), and analysis of the body of the method.
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Related Work and Conclusions

In this paper we have sketched a way of specifying cloning policies by annotating the fields of objects, and then deriving code for cloning which satisfies the
cloning policy. Our lemma 2 guarantees that the derived cloning code produces a
faithful copy of the cloned object, and that cloned objects are within the domain
expressed by the types, while lemma 4 guarantees that if the types give consistent views of the heap, then all objects within the domain expressed by the types
will be cloned. We have not yet dealt with subclasses, but we do not expect this
to be challenging, because the cloning method will be bound dynamically to the

class of the receiver. We plan to develop a detailed formal system and its proofs
in further work.
Our work was inspired by Jensen et al.’s secure cloning policies [14]. Unlike
the secure cloning policies, our work generates cloning methods, rather than
simply checking them, and is based on ownership types, rather than a series of adhoc annotations. Compared with most ownership systems [5, 10, 9] our system is
descriptive [3] in that it captures object relationships, rather than prescriptively
ensuring invariants over the heap. We do not require or enforce heap properties
(e.g., clone/owners as dominators or owners as modifiers), nor even that the
paths support a consistent view of the heap. In fact, owners as dominators could
be too strong a requirement for cloning purposes, as it would unnecessarily
forbid many programs, e.g. cloning a list with iterators. A consistent view of
the heap may be enforced by the type system in the usual way [5]. We want to
investigate in how far such a consistent view is the usual idiom, or whether there
are situations where consistency is too restrictive from the practical perspective
[15].
The relationship between ownership and cloning was first identified in a dynamic ownership setting, where every object knows its owner at runtime [17].
These ownership-based clones are called ”sheep clones”, as they are intermediate
between shallow (single object) clones and deep (fully recursive) clones. Cloning,
and programming models and languages based on cloning, have of course been
studied more generally [4, 18, 20, 23]. Ownership type techniques have also been
applied to other problems closely related to cloning, in particular object initialisation [11, 22], as cloning creates and initialises a new object — and ownership
transfer [7], as transfer can be modelled by cloning an object then deleting the
original. Cloning objects is also similar to comparing objects [12, 13] and generating hash codes [21].
As well as completing the formal model, in further work we plan to investigate
whether it is possible to derive more efficient versions of the clone function, so
as to avoid the use of the Map object when possible. We also want to support
generics, and existential (unknown) clone parameters.
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